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About This Game

In Soviet Russia, Space Hears You Scream

Earth is a memory, its children have escaped to their new colonies spread among the stars. Launched in desperation in the final
hour, are all that remain of humanity. But now, the young colonies face a new and unexpected threat. Join the New Russian

Republic as they fight for the future!

You have been commissioned as a Captain, and charged with the command of a squadron of fighter drones. We have had little
time to prepare, but crews have been working non-stop. Through blood, sweat, and the tears of potatoes, they have crafted a
fine, strong fighter to battle our enemies. Forced into battle, you must pilot your limited number of fighter drones against the

looming menace, huge motherships with tons of cannons, turrets, and multitudes of other weapons and targets. You have
unlimited lasers and bombs, but you must avoid massive amounts of incoming ordinance, survive if you can so you don't run out

of fighters, and don't let them reach our new home!

Report directly to the Supreme Commander, he will be personally handling your mission briefings. Science and Engineering
experts are working 31 hours a day to try and analyze the enemy and unlock powerful upgrades for your drones, but the enemy

won't wait for them. Get out there and stop that alien threat before they reach the planet!

Features

  Inspired by classics such as "The Dreadnaught Factor" and "Xevious"
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  Hand-crafted retro styled graphics

  Arcade cabinet layout and compact windowed modes

  Fast paced action with hails of bullets and explosions

  Full gamepad support

  Look out for the death cannon!

  Catchy retro futuristic (wait, what?) soundtrack

  Unlock 10 different upgrades as we learn about the enemy's technology

  Earn awards and (virtual) medals

  Insanely fast New Game+ mode

  Challenging night missions

  Unlimited continues

  Plenty of glory and honor for the new Mother Russia!
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Title: Destroyer: Invasion
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
MFAFB Games LLC
Publisher:
MFAFB Games LLC
Release Date: 14 Jul, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 64-bit Processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel Pro or better

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 400 MB available space

English
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invasion destroyer of mankind. destroyer invasion. invasion point destroyer. city destroyer invasion mothership

Honestly one of the most relaxing and fun games I've played in a long while.
I recommend grabbing a few beers, snacks and getting comfortable, because you won't want to leave for a few hours.

Jill is best girl, fight me.. Meh. I remember playing the demo and having fun with this with a friend back on the xbox. But now
that I own it on PC, I didn't even get past the 2nd mission. Not really worth it anymore.. Great visual novel, definitely for those
who enjoy visual novels, and yuri.

Art and music are also superb, and it's completely voiced, a definite must-buy for fans of the genre.. Perfect way to scratch that
"I need to play an economic simulator game" kind of itch. If you don't know that feeling, this game might not be your thing..
More of the same. If you like other Spiderweb Software games, like I do, you'll enjoy this one too.. This might be your first
experience playing the game.

First room: Holy crap how do i block!?

Second room: Oh right, i have to block the right directions, no problem.

Third Room: Alright i'm starting to get the hang of this now.

Fourth Room: Cool a chest! got myself some nice items and amazing skills!

Fifth Room: OH MY GOD, THERES AN UNDEAD SKELETONGOATCREATURE SPAWNING UNHOLY SPIRITS,
GHOSTS EVERYWHERE, A GIANT SCHYTE SLICING THROUGH THE AIR, WAAAH IM BLEEDING, OH GOD,
RUUUN!

Sixth Room: Silence...

In Your Realm is like a symphony. A symphony that is trying to drain your soul.
Oh and the orchestra is on fire.
Everything is on fire.

10\/10 Would die again.
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I know saying "not fun" in here sounds weird, seeing how its a damn minesweeper, yet I felt quite bored.

Minesweeper itself is.. alright. UI is kind of meh, but tolerable. Right clicking on a number shows up a grid of affected
area, but... why is it on hold, instead of press once - press twice. It's nitpicking, but still it's simply for quality of life.
And having to use arrows, as well as mouse, feels kind of uncomfortable.

 I also bought the game for having Sudoku in it, which, sadly, had a pretty bad UI, which very badly chosen colors
making them hard to read, or to distinguish between 3x3 boxes of sudoku itself. I can find better ones online for free.

Asteroids were just meh. Plain meh, with objects spawning nearly on top of me, with ship being too slow, and not being
able to fire more missiles until they despawned offscreen.

Catcher was a bit fun, I liked how it sped up a bit after 300 or so points.
UI wise again, it bugs out (as if you complete Sudoku, you get SOLVED stuck on the screen forever, even making it
impossible to track your score in Catcher), the zoom gets wonky (zoomed out at minesweeper and swapped to Catcher -
camera was still zoomed out, making the mode easier to do).
And to summarize the minigames: They feel cheap, quickly made, put in just for the sake of it.
Soundtrack feels... like if i was on an exotic island, to be quite honest, but I can't really criticise this, because I have no
idea what would I put into minesweeper.
Oh and Steam leaderboards didn't work for me. No idea if they are updated periodically, but it only had one entry in easy
mode sweeper category, with my name nowhere to be found, even through I played 5 different sweepers + all 3 minigames.

For these who care about the achievements, I finished all of them in 35 minutes. So if you are into that, it's a plus, i guess.

Recommendation for a dev: Add different color schemes (night mode would be great). Has a certain charm most games of
the genre just miss. Plays excellent, pleasing music, beautiful artwork and I love me some Black Jack. Beheading an enemy
is satisfying just don't accidently take your girl's head off.. really like the software but whenever i import gameplay to
liquivid the audio goes out of sync with the video but i would recommend this software for easy editing for people like me
who like the software to be easy and simple to use. The artwork is AMAZING. Steve and the team are awesome! I
absolutely love the style. Truly inspiring to see how much things have changed over the years, originating from this artwork.
Looking forward to see how evolves even further!. Man. Talk about underrated. This game has amazing puzzles and
mechanics, a must buy if youre into puzzle\/hacking games
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